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At eight-years-old, Tuesday Storm's childhood is forever lost when tragedy sends her family

spiraling out of control into the darkest of dysfunction. Suddenly the loving environment she's come

to know becomes an endless nightmare of violent abuse and twisted punishments as she's forced

to confront the cruelty lurking inside the mother she idolizes. Based on a true story, Call Me

Tuesday recounts, with raw emotion, a young girl's physical and mental torment at the mercy of the

monster in her mother's clothes--a monster she doesn't know how to stop loving.
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This book is very well written without going into extreme graphics about the abuse that was

suffered. Thus book could be read by a teenager, without fear of what was done to the girl in the

story disturbing them to greatly.

This book was a very well written and I did not want to put it down. As a mother, It is hard to

understand how someone can treat there child in this way. I was truly amazed at how strong and

resourceful Tuesday was in her childhood. To endure such physical and emotional abuse and to still



move forward with your life, have compassion and help others, shows just how strong she is. She is

an inspiration to other children that go through such horrible upbringings and I truly hope she goes

on to help a lot of unfortunate kids.

I have to give this woman credit! There is NO way in hell I could have had that ending!I want your

mother IN jail forever and ever! She does not deserve to be amongst people!I loved this story and I

wished I could hug this person!Can't believe she got through what she did!What a Courageous Little

Girl! I would have never have survived!Now I'm on to the sequel Call Me Cockroach. Hugs Leigh!

This book is so saddening and courages. I can't imagine a child having gone through so much

torture. Having a little one myself makes me even more protective over my actions with her, so she

may never feel the pain of an unloved child.

Bittersweet book, the horrors some children go through, I too was one of them, I understand her

fully!!! I would love to have her courage and be able to write about it, but some of the incidents are

too unbearable to comprehend that a person could do that to a child and people would chose not to

believe it rather than try to understand there are heinous monsters in this world disguised as loved

ones!My heart goes out to this fellow survivor! Thank you for sharing your darkest secrets with the

world, thank you for your courage, thank you for surviving, and thank you for writing your story to

help others understand that they are not alone in their pain and unfortunately there are so many

more people just like them who endured such horrific abuse. I wish I had this book as a teenager, I

was so alone and thought I was a horrible child because no one else was like me.Even if you had a

secure childhood, full of fun and love and protection, I would still recommend this book, as people

need to be aware that these horrors happen right next door to you! Maybe this book will fall into your

teenage daughters hands and she will understand what happened to her by Uncle so-in-so, was not

normal, and she would be more equipped to come forward and talk to you about it. So this book is

recommended for everyone to read!

Sad story of a child singled out by an abusive mother who started her abuse after the death of a

handicapped child and then the mom had a brain injury. The thing that got me, well, truly many

things got me, but, when social services came to the house the mother was able to pull herself

together and act like a reasonable and loving parent. Makes me think that she had more control

over her behavior than the author would like to believe. I understand that no child wants to believe



that her parent would purposely hurt her, starve her, make her a laughing stock. These things this

woman did, and I believe she could help herself. Her husband, the father is even more pathetic, he

needed to put his foot down and make this mother stop her behavior. My heart went out to Tuesday

and I am glad that she went to live with her Aunt as a teen. I am sure that as a social worker she will

be able to positively influence many lives. Very good read.

I read the Kindle version of Call Me Tuesday: Based on a True StoryThis was a quick read for me.

Tuesday's family life was much like most of ours. That is, until her mother suffered a traumatic brain

injury. She "recovered" from the accident. However, she certainly was not the same mother she was

before the accident and she never spoke Tuesday's name again. Tuesday's mother became

extremely angry and abusive. She singled out Tuesday to be the target of her sadistic abuse, while

she left her boys alone. Tuesday's brothers seemed to just shrug-off the way their sister was

(sometimes shockingly) treated. This seemed to keep them on Mom's good side. Tuesday's father

was hopelessly in love with his wife and although he seemed to want to help Tuesday, he continued

to fall short of taking action to improve her life.Throughout the book, Tuesday has moments of

strength, happiness through friends and an aunt, and most of all, confusion as to why her mother no

longer loves her.I recommend this book if you're interested in the journey of those who have

survived abuse or the effects of traumatic brain injury on personality.
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